3 Ingredients for Industrial Growth Controlled by 3 Very Powerful Men II

I. What did Vanderbilt Build?

- Vanderbilt _______________
  ______________
- Most famous for ______________
  New York Central and Hudson River
- Controls access to ______________ ______________
  New York to Chicago
- ______________ business tactics to establish control
- Dies 1877

II. What did Carnegie “Steal?”

- Carnegie financed and used the new “____________”
  ______________ of turning iron ore into much harder
  ________.
- Steel would be the ______________ ______________ for the
  new railroads, ____________, machines, and
  ________________ of Industrial America

III. Why was Rockefeller an “Oily” fellow?

- Invested and developed _____ ______________ – Standard Oil
  of America
- Controls 90% of Oil Refining through __________ business
  practices
- Expands his corporation by controlling many corporations
  together in a single “_______”
- Controls the most common form of __________ for a
  growing American Industrial economy.